Medium to Heavy Duty

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

MOUSSE
Natural Hand Cleaning Mousse with Aloe Vera and Ground Walnut Shell
An EC safety data sheet
Opus WORKFORCE ELITE, is
formulated for removing general providing additional information is
available on request.
industrial contamination. It is a
natural hand cleaner that is nonalkaline and solvent-free. The
● 6 x 1 litre refill cartridges for
addition of aloe vera helps skin
use in 1 litre cartridge wallregeneration of working hands.
mounted dispenser.
Potential skin problems liable to be
experienced by those who are
● 4 x 4 litre refill cartridges for
hypersensitive to the ingredients
use with 4 litre wall-mountused in solvent-based heavy duty
ed dispenser
hand cleaning gels, are eliminated.
● 4 x 4 litre free-standing
pump bottles
Opus WORKFORCE ELITE is pleasant
to use, leaving no unpleasant
● 4 x 5 litre tubs
smells on the hands to mar the
● 3 litre PET jar (dispenser
enjoyment of food at break times.
pump available).
WORKFORCE ELITE contains eco● 15 litre pail
friendly ground walnut shell as an
effective scrubbing agent, which
will not clog drains. Wood flour is
also incorporated into the mix to
balance the texture.

Excellent for removal of ingrained
dirt, grease and other medium soiling.
The product is biodegradable, and Use in manufacturing, engineering,
does not pollute the environment automotive repairs, construction,
Opus WORKFORCE ELITE cleans deep farming, marine applications, etc.
into the pores without irritating the
skin. It creates a rich, satisfying
lather and rinses freely.
Opus WORKFORCE ELITE is a light
beige pumpable mousse which can
be used in appropriate Opus
dispensing systems if required.
Opus WORKFORCE ELITE removes
grease, oil and general grime
quickly and easily without
damaging the skin. A small amount
should be rubbed into the hands
and water added. Wash vigorously,
then rinse and dry thoroughly.

Excalibur Hygiene Limited - Opus Handcare Division
Unit 42 Enterprise Trading Estate | Pedmore Road
Brierley Hill | West Midlands | DY5 1TX | United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1384 671505 | Fax: +44 (0)1384 671256
Email: help@excalibur-hygiene.co.uk
Website: www.hand-cleaners.co.uk

Ÿ Powerful cleansing action
Ÿ Cleans without irritation
Ÿ Exceptionally kind to the
skin
Ÿ Biodegradable
Ÿ Alkaline-free
Ÿ Solvent-free
Ÿ No fragrance
Ÿ Imparts a pleasant feel
to the skin
Ÿ Thoroughly economical
and thus viable
Ÿ Does not clog drains
Ÿ Does not pollute
Ÿ Easily shifts most
industrial contaminants
Ÿ Suitable for use in a wide
range of production and
construction processes.

